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ABSTRACT 
 Commonly, canine wheelchairs are made for dogs with rear leg injuries or weakness.  Current 
wheelchairs offer assistance to a dog’s rear legs while it is walking.  The devices either assist the 
dog’s rear legs in walking on the ground, or in the case of paralysis or severe weakness or injury, the 
legs are placed in stirrups above the ground.  This project’s improved canine wheelchair will allow 
for canines with paralysis or severe weakness or injury to walk with assistance while receiving 
passive range of motion for their rear legs.  This motion will come through a pedaling system that is 
driven by the movement of the wheels.   
 The chosen project design was picked after present and past canine wheelchair customers 
completed a survey.  The results of the survey showed customers wanted a lightweight, sturdy, stable 
wheelchair that canine’s can use the restroom in and is easy for the owner to get the canine in and out 
of.  A QFD was also completed showing that the highest absolute importance included rear leg 
motion, weight bearing, and wheel diameter. 
 A shaft required diameter calculation was applied to find the required diameter for the cycling 
system by taking into account a safety factor of 3 and the material properties to find a required 
diameter of 0.1875 inches.  The deformation was calculated by taking into account the distance to the 
force of the canine’s foot weighing down and a maximum deflection of -0.024 inches was found. 
 To ensure this project is successful, objectives must be met that test the range of motion of the 
canine’s rear leg, the deformation of the wheelchair, the ease of using the rear harness support and 
how well the harness adjusts, and the stability.  To test that the objectives are met video analysis 
testing with motion analysis software and load testing with weights was completed.  Testing results 
showed that a smaller range of motion was accomplished with the project wheelchair which was a 
safe approximation because hyperextension was not introduced since the range of motion was smaller 
than the healthy Dachshund’s.  Testing with a 25 lb weight showed that the frame could support more 
than the dog’s weight and also the pedaling system alone could support the 25 lb weight.   
 
 
BACKGROUND 
 Common reasons why dogs need wheelchairs to assist them while walking include the 
following:  Fractured spines, paralyzed legs due to disc issues, degenerative myelopathy, old age and 
severe arthritis, FCE (fibrocartilaginous emboli),  chronic weakness in the hind end (1), hip dysplasia, 
disc disease, ruptured discs, neuropathy, nerve degeneration, spinal lesions, neuropathy, cruciate 
ligament problems, tumors, cancer, and neurological disease (2).  Many of these diseases and 
disablements can be permanent and this is why a chair can be beneficial.  Dogs like dachshunds, with 
long spines, are more prone to have disc and spine issues and are common candidates for wheelchairs 
(1). 
 Sound dogs possess what is called a normal gait.  A gait is a series of limb and body movements 
used for locomotion and are made up of a series of repeated strides.  Within a stride, each limb goes 
through a step cycle which includes a stance phase and a swing phase.  A stance phase has two parts, 
the first part is when the braking forces occur as a result of the foot making contact with the surface, 
and the second part is when the foot goes through a period of propulsion.  The swing phase is when 
the foot is in the air and the leg first swings towards the end of the body from the propulsive action, 
then the muscles swing the foot towards the head for locomotion, and then back towards the end of 
the body and down as it returns to make ground contact. In dogs, 60% of their weight is carried by 
their forelimbs and 40% by their hindlimbs while standing and their center of gravity is located at the 
mid-chest level which results in the hindlimbs undergoing more propulsive forces and their forelimbs 
undergoing more braking forces when on a level surface.  In a normal symmetrical gait the 
movements of one side are identical to the movements of the other side.  Also, joint range of motion 
is usually symmetrical at a trot. When there is an abnormality present it can be detected by seeing if 
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the two sides do not mirror each other in movement.  An example of a dog with a gait abnormality is 
a dog with a lesion causing severe, constant pain that carries its limb or does not sit down on the side 
with pain etc. Also, when these abnormalities occur and a change in gait is introduced this can alter 
the pattern of forces acting on the musculoskeletal structure to produce movement.  The axial 
skeleton may be affected as well because it is the frame that alterations in the gait are transferred, this 
could lead to further injuries. (3) 
When a dog receives  natural range of motion it helps keep the dog’s joints healthy by pumping 
nutrients to the joints, which  would not happen if there were no motion.  The proper delivery of 
nutrients also reduces the onset of arthritis.  The weight bearing helps fire nerves and helps reduce 
bone, tissue, and muscle atrophy.  A dog that has the chance to stand up and walk has a better frame 
of mind as well. (1) 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 The current dog wheelchairs offer dogs that are paralyzed or have weakness in the hind a chance 
to walk with assistance.  Unfortunately, none of these current wheelchairs offer the benefit of 
exercising or moving the hind legs in a natural circular motion nor do they offer weight bearing while 
the hind legs are in the wheelchair.  In current systems, the animal can struggle trying to walk with 
assistance and the hind legs can sometimes drag or some systems strap the dog’s hind legs up above 
the ground, so the legs do not move at all.  This project will incorporated a cycling system that 
includes weight bearing for the hind legs while a dog is walking.  The wheels on the wheelchair will 
be the powering system for the cycling.  The dog’s hindlimbs will have orthopedic boots on them that 
will keep their paws in the position so that the paws do not drag on the ground. Other features 
include:  lightweight material, easy to adjust, compact, corrosion proof, ability for dog to use the 
bathroom while in wheelchair, strong frame, and stability to prevent tipping.    The customers that are 
geared towards this project are dog owners with dogs that have fractured spines, paralyzed legs due to 
disc issues, degenerative myelopathy, old age and severe arthritis, FCE (fibrocartilaginous emboli),  
chronic weakness in the hind end (1), hip dysplasia, disc disease, ruptured disc, neuropathy, nerve 
degeneration, spinal lesions, neuropathy, cruciate ligament problems, tumors, cancer, and 
neurological disease (2) The final goal will be for the dog to walk in the wheelchair and exercise the 
hind legs to keep the muscles moving and the nerves firing in the hind quarters to prevent further 
injuries to the dog, to keep the dog exercised, and to serve as an affordable alternative to euthanizing 
the dog. 
The forecasted budget for this wheelchair was $365.00.  The schedule for this wheelchair included the 
preliminary problem statement and project outlining plus the six months of design, calculations, 
fabricating, and testing/modifications.  February 25-29th

PROOF OF DESIGN 

 marked the end of the design of the main 
components of the wheelchair.  The main components consist of aluminum frame, pedaling system, 
wheel assembly, harness and the design drawings.  The fabrication of the frame, pedaling system, and 
assembling of harness was completed during the months of April and May.  Testing was completed 
before Tech Expo.   
 

A canine wheelchair  was engineered to enable canine’s with hind leg weakness or paralysis 
(due to fractured spines, paralyzed legs due to disc issues, degenerative myelopathy, old age and 
severe arthritis, FCE (fibrocartilaginous emboli), chronic weakness in the hind end, hip dysplasia, 
disc disease, ruptured disc, neuropathy, nerve degeneration, spinal lesions, neuropathy, cruciate 
ligament problems, tumors, cancer, and neurological disease) to have a natural range of motion that 
mimics the natural gait of a canine.  The natural gait of a healthy canine was captured on video and 
the angles of the joints were recorded so that the path of motion of the foot could be seen on 
SolidWorks.  The cycling system was designed according to the path of motion’s length.   
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The canine wheelchair consists of a frame, harness and two rear wheels that resemble the 
wheelchairs currently on the market for canines with hind leg injuries, but also includes the cycling 
system that will cycle the legs as the canine moves with its front legs and the wheels move.  The 
pedals that the canine’s feet rest on allowing pivot motion during the gait cycle of the canine.  To 
secure the canine’s legs on the pedals a posterior shell orthopedic boot was attached to the pedals that 
the lower portion of the dog’s leg was secured into.   
To ensure the success of this project the following objectives must be met: 

 The range of motion of one cycle of the dog’s leg must be an approximate reproduction of a 
healthy canine gait cycle. 

 The wheels of the wheelchair must rotate with the pedaling system to allow for movement of 
the rear legs 

 Adjustability of the pedal link length that dictates the range of motion must be incorporated 
 The Al 6061-T6 tubing frame must be able to hold the load of the dog 
 The solid Al 6061-T6 axle (pedaling system) must be able to rotate with wheels with no 

obstruction 
 The deformation of the solid Al 6061-T6 axle must be less than -0.02inches 
 The rear harness that will support the abdomen of the dog needs to be able to securely fasten 

to the frame of the wheelchair and also allow for adjustability 
 Adjustability for the harness must be incorporated to either tighten or loosen to ensure a 

comfortable fit 
 The wheelchair will provide stability through the solid Al 6061-T6 axle connecting both 

wheels and the wheel thickness  
 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
STIRRUP WHEELCHAIRS 
 Stirrup wheelchairs hold the dog’s injured legs up off the ground while the dog is in the 
wheelchair and protects the dog’s feet from the ground.  The dogs injured legs receive no natural 
movement or nerve firing.  The following two wheelchairs each are wheelchairs that the dog will not 
use rear leg movement in either by stirrups holding the dog’s legs up or a base for the dog to sit on.  
The HandicappedPets wheelchair is a wheelchair that allows the owner to use the stirrups or to not 
use the stirrups and have the dog walk with their paws on the ground.  The wheelchair for medium 
sized dogs requires the dog to be in the sit down position. The advantages of these types of 
wheelchairs are that the dog’s paws are not injured by scraping the ground when walking; the dog’s 
legs are not injured by attempting to walk and struggling/staining.  Some of the disadvantages include 
the animal’s rear legs not receiving any natural walking motion, and there is no nerve firing or weight 
bearing of the rear legs that occurs during walking that is essential for joint, muscle, tissue and bone 
health. 
  
HANDICAPPEDPETS FABRIC HARNESS STIRRUP WHEELCHAIR 
 This support sling dog cart features a soft fabric chest strap and support behind the front legs for 
the dog.  There is a sling for the dog’s back legs where the legs can slip into and there are stirrups that 
are optional to hold up the dogs legs to keep the feet from dragging on the floor.  This wheelchair has 
the option to not use the leg stirrups and have the dog’s paws walk on the ground like the non stirrup 
wheelchairs. The dogs injured rear legs are stationary during walking except for a very slight 
swinging from side to side while in the stirrups so the dog receives no natural walking motion, weight 
bearing, or nerve firing (2). 
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Figure 1 HandicappedPets Leg stirrups 
 
 
 
WHEELCHAIR FOR MEDIUM SIZED DOGS 

 
WHEELCHAIR ALLOWING DOGS TO SIT DOWN 

This wheel chair does not have stirrups, but the dogs sit down when in the wheel chair which 
means the dog’s rear legs would be in the sit down/extended position while in the wheelchair.  The 
dog’s injured legs would receive no natural walking motion, weight bearing, or nerve firing benefits. 
(5) 

  
 
 
 

Figure 2 Wheelchair for Medium Sized Dogs 
 
 
 
NON STIRRUP WHEELCHAIRS 
 Non stirrup wheelchairs allow the dogs injured rear legs to walk on the ground with the 
assistance of the wheels pulling them.  The advantages of these wheelchairs are that the dogs injured 
legs receive motion, nerve firing and weight bearing  although the disadvantages are that the dogs are 
known to struggle in these wheelchairs to walk therefore walking in a unnatural motion which could 
slow down their rehabilitation, or cause further injury.   

 The wheelchair in Figure 2 for example offers a sturdy welded metal frame, adjustable seat and 
wheels, 6 way adjustable harness, Color (aesthetics), dog can use the bathroom while in cart, dog sits 
down while in cart, dog gets no use of back legs, low price $199.95.  This is a standard wheelchair 
where the dog will sit and the legs will not be in motion while in this chair. (5) 
 

 http://www.dogkarts.com/doggon/dorder1.html 
10/1/07 Support Sling Dog Cart  
handicappedpets.com 

http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/e
BayISAPI.dll?ViewItem
&item=300153805556&
ssPageName=MERC_VI
C_RCRX_Pr12_PcY_BI
N_Stores_IT&refitem=3
00153810598&itemcoun
t=12&refwidgetloc=clos
ed_view_item&usedrule
1=CrossSell_LogicX&re
fwidgettype=cross_prom
ot_widget 10/1/07 Dog 
Cart Wheel Chair for 
Medium Sized Dogs 

  

http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=300153805556&ssPageName=MERC_VIC_RCRX_Pr12_PcY_BIN_Stores_IT&refitem=300153810598&itemcount=12&refwidgetloc=closed_view_item&usedrule1=CrossSell_LogicX&refwidgettype=cross_promot_widget�
http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=300153805556&ssPageName=MERC_VIC_RCRX_Pr12_PcY_BIN_Stores_IT&refitem=300153810598&itemcount=12&refwidgetloc=closed_view_item&usedrule1=CrossSell_LogicX&refwidgettype=cross_promot_widget�
http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=300153805556&ssPageName=MERC_VIC_RCRX_Pr12_PcY_BIN_Stores_IT&refitem=300153810598&itemcount=12&refwidgetloc=closed_view_item&usedrule1=CrossSell_LogicX&refwidgettype=cross_promot_widget�
http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=300153805556&ssPageName=MERC_VIC_RCRX_Pr12_PcY_BIN_Stores_IT&refitem=300153810598&itemcount=12&refwidgetloc=closed_view_item&usedrule1=CrossSell_LogicX&refwidgettype=cross_promot_widget�
http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=300153805556&ssPageName=MERC_VIC_RCRX_Pr12_PcY_BIN_Stores_IT&refitem=300153810598&itemcount=12&refwidgetloc=closed_view_item&usedrule1=CrossSell_LogicX&refwidgettype=cross_promot_widget�
http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=300153805556&ssPageName=MERC_VIC_RCRX_Pr12_PcY_BIN_Stores_IT&refitem=300153810598&itemcount=12&refwidgetloc=closed_view_item&usedrule1=CrossSell_LogicX&refwidgettype=cross_promot_widget�
http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=300153805556&ssPageName=MERC_VIC_RCRX_Pr12_PcY_BIN_Stores_IT&refitem=300153810598&itemcount=12&refwidgetloc=closed_view_item&usedrule1=CrossSell_LogicX&refwidgettype=cross_promot_widget�
http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=300153805556&ssPageName=MERC_VIC_RCRX_Pr12_PcY_BIN_Stores_IT&refitem=300153810598&itemcount=12&refwidgetloc=closed_view_item&usedrule1=CrossSell_LogicX&refwidgettype=cross_promot_widget�
http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=300153805556&ssPageName=MERC_VIC_RCRX_Pr12_PcY_BIN_Stores_IT&refitem=300153810598&itemcount=12&refwidgetloc=closed_view_item&usedrule1=CrossSell_LogicX&refwidgettype=cross_promot_widget�
http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=300153805556&ssPageName=MERC_VIC_RCRX_Pr12_PcY_BIN_Stores_IT&refitem=300153810598&itemcount=12&refwidgetloc=closed_view_item&usedrule1=CrossSell_LogicX&refwidgettype=cross_promot_widget�
http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=300153805556&ssPageName=MERC_VIC_RCRX_Pr12_PcY_BIN_Stores_IT&refitem=300153810598&itemcount=12&refwidgetloc=closed_view_item&usedrule1=CrossSell_LogicX&refwidgettype=cross_promot_widget�
http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=300153805556&ssPageName=MERC_VIC_RCRX_Pr12_PcY_BIN_Stores_IT&refitem=300153810598&itemcount=12&refwidgetloc=closed_view_item&usedrule1=CrossSell_LogicX&refwidgettype=cross_promot_widget�
http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=300153805556&ssPageName=MERC_VIC_RCRX_Pr12_PcY_BIN_Stores_IT&refitem=300153810598&itemcount=12&refwidgetloc=closed_view_item&usedrule1=CrossSell_LogicX&refwidgettype=cross_promot_widget�
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DOGKART NON STIRRUP WHEELCHAIR 
 This dog cart is custom assembled for the animal with lightweight aluminum tubing and custom 
molded plastic connectors.  It fits animals from under 10-126+lbs and it is divided into 7 classes (i.e. 
under 10lbs, 11-26lbs etc).  It has foam-encased cables that support the animal's pelvis and hinged 
supports that allow the cart to be folded for easy transportation.  It is designed for animals that have 
strong front limbs and that are willing to walk around again normally.  There are no tools required to 
adjust the cart and it also can be modified to add front extensions (front wheels) if the animals front 
legs become weak for any reason.  The molding leg ring system gives stable, form fitting pelvic 
support. (4) 
 

 
 
Figure 3 Dogkart non stirrup  
 
ENABLING PETS WHEELCHAIR 

 
 
NON STIRRUP WHEELCHAIR 
 While this wheelchair offers many adjustments and features like height adjustment and cambered 
wheels, the wheelchair still does not provide for proper weight bearing and guiding for the rear legs 
of the dog.  The average price of the non stirrup wheelchair from Enabling Pets is about $350. (6) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4 Enabling Pets Non Stirrup Wheelchair  

 This wheelchair features unbreakable wheels,  height adjustment, third wheel on mounted 
parallel bar to the ground the cart, padded saddle fits around dogs upper thighs, cambered wheels for 
balance.  This wheelchair offers a lot of adjustments, but the dog’s back legs are still on the ground 
which allows for possible dragging of feet or struggling.(6) 

http://enablingp
ets.com/id70.ht
ml 
10/1/07 Counter 
–Balanced Cart:  
All Sized Dogs 
enablingpets.co
m 

http://www.dogkarts.com
/k9/korder1.html  
10/1/07  Dog Cart with 
Contouring Leg Rings 
handicappedpets.com  

http://enablingpets.com/id70.html�
http://enablingpets.com/id70.html�
http://enablingpets.com/id70.html�
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EDDIES WHEELCHAIR 

 
 
NON STIRRUP WHEELCHAIR 
 While this wheelchair offers a lot of safe support and is very space effective as well, but it is like 
the others and does not offer any guided weight bearing natural motion for the dog’s rear legs. (7) 
 

 
Figure 5 Eddie’s Non Stirrup Wheelchair 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Eddies wheelchair features a cost effective option for handicapped pets that restores 
quality of life to both pet and owner. It is a house-friendly design will not damage home or 
furniture. The easy opening yoke makes placing even the largest pets into a cart quick and 
simple. Eddie's Wheels carts support the pet on its skeleton, not on the soft tissue of its legs, 
thereby preventing chafing. There are no girth straps and therefore no weight or stress put on 
the spinal column. The pet stands in a normal posture with no bars to interfere with taking a 
normal stride, and no overhead hoops to confuse your pet's sense of space. Optional stirrups, 
for paralyzed pets are available that move with any residual movement of the pet's forward 
stride to eliminate chafing.  The stirrups can be removed as the pet rehabilitates. Non-
absorbent closed cell foam padding on the saddle and yoke do not cause pressure sores from 
rubbing. The wheelchair includes gender specific saddles to insure males and females can 
relieve themselves while in the cart. All optional equipment, including upgrades to 
counterbalance (for pets with weak front leg strength), counterweights (for amputees), 
training wheels (for pets needing additional front balance) and full-scale quad front wheels 
can be retro-fitted to a standard rear wheel. The construction is all aluminum with machined 
fittings, stainless steel hardware and angled wheels for added stability.  Small cart for dogs up 
to 35lbs is $325. (7) 

  

http://www.eddiesw
heels.com/html/desig
n_advantages.html    
10/1/07  Eddie’s 
Wheels Dog Cart 
eddieswheels.com 

http://www.eddieswheels.com/html/design_advantages.html�
http://www.eddieswheels.com/html/design_advantages.html�
http://www.eddieswheels.com/html/design_advantages.html�
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PRODUCT COMPARISON 
 The research shows that the two types of wheelchairs on the market currently include the stirrup 
wheelchairs and the non stirrup wheelchairs.  The advantages of owning a non stirrup wheelchair 
appear to be superior to the stirrup wheelchairs, although when taking into consideration the possible 
injuries that could occur due to the animal straining to walk in these wheelchairs and also taking into 
consideration the slower rehabilitation time due to the lack of a natural guided walking motion it can 
be seen that an improvement needs to be made (see Table 1).  A wheelchair that offers all of the 
weight bearing, nerve firing benefits of the old non stirrup chairs plus the benefits of a naturally 
guided walking motion would greatly improve the health of a dog’s injured rear legs and would also 
help natural exercise to the dog’s rear legs.   
 
Table 1 Product Comparison- 
  

 
 
 
SURVEY BACKGROUND AND RESULTS 
 
OBJECTIVE 
 Six users were questioned, all who have had or are currently using the wheelchairs, and their 
responses were all recorded below to complete a survey for canine wheelchair research.  The 
comparison shows the performance and satisfaction of the current wheelchair versus what is 
important in a wheelchair for the user’s dogs.   
The objective for this survey was to get responses from former or current owners of dog wheelchairs 
and how they thought the wheelchairs performed.  This survey showed what the customer would 
consider important for a wheelchair for their dog as well as showing what faults were present in the 
existing wheelchairs so that these faults could be improved upon.   
 
RESULTS 
One can see that the top five high importance ratings were as follows (refer to Appendix B for 
complete survey):   

• Ease of getting the dog in and out of the wheelchair 
• Stability to prevent wheelchair from tipping 
• Ability for dog to use restroom while in wheelchair 
• Strong and sturdy wheelchair frame 
• Lightweight wheelchair for ease of portability 

One can see that the top five areas needing improvement on the current wheelchairs include: 
• Rear legs receive natural walking motion while in wheelchair 
• Cost of wheelchair 
• Sleek and sturdy appearance 
• Compact for storage or travel 
• Ease of getting the dog in and out of wheelchair 

The results also showed that most people would be willing to pay $350 for such a device. 
 
 

Rear Leg Weight Bearing Natural Guided Walking Motion Nerve Firing Wt. Bearing,Nt. Guided Walking, Nrv. Firing Cost
Handicapped Pets Stirrup N N N N $300
Medium Dog Stirrup/Sitdown N N N N $200
Dogkart Non Stirrup Y N Y N $300
Enabling Pets Non Stirrup Y N Y N $350
Eddie's Non Stirrup Y N Y N $325
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QFD RESULTS 
 
 A QFD was completed in order to find the highest relative importance ratings to satisfy the 
customer.  The QFD was based upon the following characteristics: 

• Operation 
• Features 
• Cost 

The results for the QFD (below) show the three highest absolute importances for the following 
engineering characteristics meeting the customer requirements (refer to Appendix D for complete 
QFD):  

• Rear leg setup: 4.23 
• Weight bearing of the rear legs: 3.96  
• Wheel diameter:  3.33 

 
 
The QFD also shows the engineering characteristics with the highest relative importance ratings 
which means that these have the greatest effect upon customer satisfaction: 

• Rear leg setup: 0.23 
• Weight bearing of rear legs: 0.22 
• Wheel diameter: 0.18 

 
The QFD shows that in the Planned Cycling Design, the Improvement Ratios that is most significant  
 is having the rear legs receive natural walking motion while in wheelchair. 
 
 
LIST OF FEATURES  
 
 The list of features was derived from the top customer survey requirements that were recorded in 
Appendix B.   
 

• Lightweight wheelchair for ease of portability- Use of aluminum, lightweight rubber and cast 
material for boots 

• Ease of getting the dog in and out of the wheelchair- Fully adjustable harness for leg hole 
openings 

• Easy to adjust wheelchair height and length- Adjustable fasteners 
• Ability for the dog to use restroom while in the wheelchair- Open ended or area for insertion 

of bag for dog to defecate in 
• Rear legs receive natural walking motion while in wheelchair- Cycling rear leg system 
• Compact for storage or travel- Easy to disassemble and carry 
• Comfortable and ergonomic support for the dogs body- Comfortable rear leg boots and 

comfortable harness  
• Stability to prevent the wheelchair from tipping- Cambered rear wheels 
• Sturdy and strong wheelchair frame- Metal frame, aluminum for weight purposes 
• Corrosion proof frame- Aluminum frame 
• Sleek and sturdy appearance- Metal/Aluminum frame shows sturdiness  
• Low cost wheelchair- Low cost of machining frame, harness is low cost 
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DESIGN ALTERNATIVES 
 

Figure 6 shows the various components of the first drawing concept that consists of a frame with 
two parallel aluminum tubing bars that would run along side of the dog’s body and the bottom bar 
would connect to the wheel assembly.  The cycling design would resemble the pedals of a bicycle and 
would connect to the boots that the dog’s rear legs would strap into.  The dog’s paw would be 
enclosed in a boot and would touch the ground during the gait cycle just as if the dog were walking 
on its own.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6 Design Scenarios 1 and 2 
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The gait cycle would be reproduced by finding the path of motion of the foot and using that 
distance for the distance “x” shown in the picture (see Figure 8 for “x” and Figure 7 for foot path of 
motion).  The rear harness design would be made of a soft fabric for comfort and it would attach to 
the frame by nylon straps through an adjustable strap that would be fixed on the frame.  The rear 
harness design would have the dogs legs go through circular holes and it would support the abdomen. 
The front harness design would be made of nylon straps (normal harness material) and it would go 
around the back of the neck, the chest and behind the front legs like a traditional dog harness.  The 
front harness and rear harness would both connect to the frame with nylon straps and metal 
connectors.  The boot design for the dog resembles a frontless splint with fabric straps.  The wheels 
would have a large wheel base due to some clearance between the wheels and where the dog’s leg 
would rest on the pedals and the wheels would be non-inflating for less maintenance. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7 Foot Path of Motion for Design Scenarios 

Figure 8 Design Scenario 2 
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The second design alternative resembles the first design alternative except that in this design the 
dog’s boot enclosed hind legs are actually resting on the axle pedals during the gait cycle (see Figure 
6).    The gait cycle would be determined by the same “x” distance from the foot’s path of motion (see 
Figure 8 for “x”). The rear harness design is kept the same as the previous design in Figure 6.  The 
front harness design would connect to the rear harness with soft fabric by going underneath the dog’s 
belly and abdomen and then the rear and front harness would clip to the frame. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6 Design Scenarios 1 and 2 

Figure 8 Design Scenario 2 
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The third design alternative was to have the dog’s boot enclosed hind legs resting on the axle 
pedals during the gait cycle as well (see Figure 6), but the gait cycle would be exactly what the foot’s 
path of motion would be and the foot’s path of motion would be designed into a cam and follower so 
that the axle could travel in the exact motion of the foot’s path of motion (see Figure 7). 

 

 

 
 
 

Figure 6 Design Scenarios 1 and 2 

Figure 7 Foot Path of Motion for Design Scenarios 
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WEIGHTED DECISION MATRIX FOR ALTERNATIVE IDEAS 
 
 Table 2 shows three design alternatives weighted against each other.  The design criteria include 
Safety of Canine, Reproduce Healthy Gait, Reliability of Cycling System, Complexity of Cycling 
System, Machinability, and Cost.   
 The cycling system with the feet touching the ground during the gait cycle was rated weak for 
safety due to the fact that it would be very difficult to design a cycling system that would not crush 
the dog’s foot during the gait and this therefore complicates the cycling system and the reproduction 
of a healthy gait.  These three weak points were more than enough to choose another design 
alternative. 
 The cycling system with the feet on the pedals rated good and satisfactory overall and did not 
have any weak points.  It seemed to be the safest alternative and the least complex design keeping the 
cost satisfactory.   
 The cycling system with the feet on the pedals and the cam/follower design overall proved to be 
a good design for reproducing gait, although it is a very complicated design therefore showing over 
engineering due to complexity and cost.   
 The design of the harness was not involved in the weighted decision matrix because a 
professional in the field was asked about the two designs that were in mind:  the front and rear 
harness separate or the one piece front and rear harness described above in the design alternatives.  It 
seemed that a one piece harness connecting the front and rear harness to each other under the belly of 
the dog could have caused skin irritation, so the front and rear (separate) design was chosen. [1] 
 

 
 
Table 2- Weighted Decision Matrix 
 
 
HEALTHY GAIT VIDEO ANALYSIS 
 
 Video analysis was performed on a healthy Dachshund since the wheelchair was being built for a 
Dachshund with disc disease that has paralyzed its rear legs.  The healthy Dachshund was filmed 
walking and this film was forwarded about five frames and then angle measurements were taken.  
This was done until a full 360 degree gait cycle was complete (see Figure 10).  This analysis then 
could show the healthy gait of the Dachshund foot (see Figures 9,10).   
 

Weights Magnitude Score Rating Magnitude Score Rating Magnitude Score Rating

Design Criteria

Safety of Canine 0.45 WEAK 1 0.45 GOOD 3 1.35 GOOD 3 1.35

Reproduce Healthy Gait 0.21 WEAK 1 0.21 GOOD 3 0.63 EXCELLENT 4 0.84

Reliability of Cycling System 0.1 SATISFACTORY 2 0.2 GOOD 3 0.3 GOOD 3 0.3

Complexity of Cycling System 0.05 WEAK 1 0.05 SATISFACTORY 2 0.1 WEAK 1 0.05

Machinability 0.09 SATISFACTORY 2 0.18 SATISFACTORY 2 0.18 WEAK 1 0.09

Cost 0.1 SATISFACTORY 2 0.2 SATISFACTORY 2 0.2 WEAK 1 0.1

TOTAL 1.29 2.76 2.73

Cycling System with Feet Touching Ground Cycling System with Feet on Pedals

and Cam/Follower Design

Cycling System with Feet on Pedals 
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Figure 9-Beginning of Gait Cycle  Figure 10-End of Gait Cycle 
 
Legend:     α= 25 degrees 
α= ilial wing                   β=112 degrees 
β= hip joint     γ=116 degrees 
γ= stifle joint     η =75 degrees 
η= tarsus joint 
        
 
α= 25 degrees 
β= 110 degrees 
γ= 109 degrees 
η= 74 degrees 
 
 
DISTANCE OF PATH OF MOTION FOR A HEALTHY DACHSHUND 
FOOT 
  
 Appendix E Figure 7 shows that the path of motion that a healthy Dachshund’s foot travels is 
1.26 inches and that is what the pedal link lengths need to be, so the right link needs to be 0.63 inches, 
and the left link needs to be 0.63 inches to equal the full 1.26 inches.   
 
LOADING CONDITIONS 
 
 Figure 12 shows that the loading conditions yield a moment at force of 18.75 in*lb.  Also, if the 
0.63 inch pedal link length is applied as the distance in the torque equation then the distance of 0.63 
inches would have to be multiplied by the 10 lb load of the dog.  The load was determined because 
60% of the dog’s weight is supported by its front limbs and 40% is supported by the hind limbs and 
then rounding to 10 lbs for simplicity was applied to equal a torque of 6.3 in*lbs. [3]   
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Figure 12-Loading Diagram 
 
 
 
 A factor of safety of 3was chosen because a live animal will be using this wheelchair.  This 
factor of safety was applied to the material and then the required diameter of the shaft was found to be 
about 0.1875 inches.   
 The maximum deflection of the shaft was found to be very minimal at only -0.024 inches due to 
the low weight/proportion of the dog’s weight that will be resting on the shaft and due to the fact that 
the rear harness, frame, and wheels will be supporting the dog’s weight as well.   
The material for the shaft was chosen to be 60601-T6 Aluminum and the shaft is to be a solid circular 
shaft for machining/welding ease.  Al 6061-T6 has a modulus of elasticity of 7200Mpa or 10442ksi.  
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DESIGN ANALYSIS 
 

An expert in the field was asked about joints and how they adjust to a bicycle when pedaling.  
This same concept of the joints in the leg adjusting to the pedaling is being used to come to the 
conclusion that the path of motion of the foot must be found.  The path of motion of the foot was 
thought to be larger and assumed to be possibly more elliptical compared to the path of motion of the 
point between the hip and the knee area of the dog.  Video analysis was conducted to find the results 
of the path of motion of both the foot and the point between the hip and knee. 

This information led to the design of the orthopedic boot.  The orthopedic boot would be a 
posterior shell for breathability reasons, the boot will begin at the tarsus (hock) and have range of 
motion for the tarsus joint and continue down to the paw, and the posterior shell will run the length of 
the foot and cup around the front [8]. 

The pedaling system needs to be connected to the wheelchair wheels so that the wheels freely 
rotate as the dog pulls the wheelchair with his/her front legs and also so that the shaft rotates with the 
rotation of the wheels so that the dog’s legs rotate while in the wheelchair.   

It will be necessary for the shaft to connect to the inside of the wheel as if it were to connect and 
freely rotate inside the wheel, but instead of the wheel freely spinning around the shaft there will be a 
pin locking the shaft in place so that the wheel does not freely spin around the shaft.  This locking pin 
will allow the shaft and wheel to be like one member, therefore allowing the shaft/pedal assembly to 
rotate when the wheel rotates (see Figures 14 and 15).   

The wheels will be non inflating solid wheels for maintenance purposes.  Former/current users of 
canine wheelchairs recommended using non inflating wheels for convenience and low maintenance.   

A local canine sports medicine specialist who works at Tennessee Avenue Animal Hospital has a 
canine rear harness that allows the dog to use the restroom while in the wheelchair, and it also 
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supports the abdomen as well [1].  The harness is a vinyl like material so it is easy to clean and 
sturdy.  The connectors to the wheelchair frame will be nylon like the strong material they make 
seatbelts out of for safety purposes.  The adjustable fasteners will resemble fasteners used on book 
bag straps but metal fasteners will be used due to safety reasons.  

ASSEMBLY AND PART DRAWINGS 
 

 
Figure 13- Side, Top and Isometric view of Assembly 
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Figure 14- Isometric view of Assembly 

 
Figure 15- Isometric view of wheel 

 

 
Figure 16- Isolated pedal/axle 
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Figure 17-Isolated Pedal for Foot 
 

 
Figure 18-Isolated Block for Frame Connection 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY 
 
WHEELCHAIR FRAME 
 A 3/8” aluminum 6061-T6 tube frame was bent with a bending tool in order to accomplish the 
90 degree bends on each side of the wheelchair frame so that the frame would curve around the rear 
end of the canine.  The aluminum tubing connectors that connect the frame to the pedaling system 
were welded on both the aluminum connector blocks and the frame (see Figure 19).  The position at 
which the welds were placed was determined by the height of the dog.  Unfortunately, the tubing 
length was estimated incorrectly, and it was necessary to cut both of the aluminum tubing connectors 
with tube cutters.  A plan was then implemented to improve the wheelchair and make the frame 
height adjustable by sleeving the cut connectors with a larger diameter (1/2”) aluminum tube.  The 
1/2” aluminum tube had to be bored out with a 7/16” drill bit to ensure a close fit inside the 3/8” 
tubing.  Drilling adjustment holes into the tube was then completed and a hex nut and bolt were 
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utilized to assemble the1/2” aluminum tube to the 3/8” aluminum tube.  Aluminum blocks of 1x1x1” 
were drilled through in order to slide onto the frame of the wheelchair.  Slotted tabs with 1” slots 
were welded to blocks that were used to hold the nylon harness straps.  
 

 
Figure 19- Frame Assembly 
 
 
PEDALING SYSTEM 
 The pedaling system consists of the axle, pedals, pedal extender plates, aluminum connector 
blocks, and the aluminum hub wheels.  The solid aluminum axle was increased in size from the 
design’s calculated shaft diameter because the aluminum hub wheels accepted 5/16” bearings.  This 
allowed the assembly to run more smoothly and improved its appearance.  The aluminum axle was 
cut to fit on the wheels and then bent to the proper angle to meet the pedaling assembly.  A c-clamp 
on top of a piece of wood was placed on the axle to prevent damage and to hold the piece in place and 
then the piece was heated and bent until it reached the extension position to begin the pedals.  The 
square pedals were assembled to the axle before finishing the pedaling system.  The pedal extender 
plates were cut to a thickness of 1/8” and four holes were drilled at each corner of the pedals and 
pedal extenders so that bolts and hex nuts could be used to simply attach and detach the pedals.  The 
remaining pieces of the axle were simply welded together using blocks with a place holder machined 
in them so that both sides of the axle could be bent level while being measured to a 90 - degree angle 
and welded together (see Figure 20).   
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Figure 20 Orthopedic boot and Pedaling Assembly 
 
The pedaling system and the wheels were made into one assembly by placing the axle inside the 
bearings of the wheels,  then an aluminum plate was placed on the outside of the wheels where the 
axle extends to and this plate was then welded onto the hub and end of the axle (see Figure 21). 

 
Figure 21- Welding Together Pedaling System 
 
HARNESS ASSEMBLY 
 The rear harness was assembled by simply using the frame’s slotted tabs to slide the rear 
harness’ nylon straps through (see Figure 22).  These slots allowed for the nylon and rear harness to 
be height adjustable by simply pulling on the nylon.  The rear harness can also be removed from the 
wheelchair for washing.   
 The front harness was assembled using the frame’s slotted tabs to slide the individual nylon 
straps through that were used to connect to the front harness’ metal leash rings through the use of 
miniature D-rings on the ends of the nylon straps (see Figure 23).  The front harness can be removed 
for washing or swapping out by simply taking the D-rings from the leash rings.   
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Figure 22- Rear Harness Assembly            Figure 23- Front Harness Assembly 
 
 
SCHEDULE AND BUDGET 
 
 The schedule for this wheelchair includes the preliminary problem statement and project 
outlining plus the six months of design, calculations, fabricating, and testing/modifications.  February 
25-29th

TESTING AND PROOF OF DESIGN 

 marks the end of the design of the main components of the wheelchair.  The main components 
consist of aluminum frame, pedaling system, wheel assembly, harness and the design drawings.  The 
fabrication of the frame, pedaling system, and assembling of harness was completed during May.  
The end of May, before Tech Expo, was designated for testing and modifications.   
 
 The budget consist of aluminum tubing, wheels, harness (front harness for shoulder area and rear 
harness for abdomen), boot/orthopedic fitting for rear leg assembly, miscellaneous parts totaling up to 
near four hundred dollars.  The most expensive component by far was the orthopedic boots due to the 
fact that they were custom made.  A casting was made of the Dachshund’s foot and then sent away to 
be made into a custom boot for the canine.   
 
 

 
TESTING METHOD 
 The initial plan was to test out the wheelchair using the University of Cincinnati’s gait analysis 
lab at the French East building.  Unfortunately this lab was availably only the day after the wheelchair 
was built.  Since the wheelchair needed to be increased in height before testing could be completed 
the gait testing could not be completed.  The next step was then to apply video analysis and motion 
analysis manually.   The first step was to take a video of the dog walking in the wheelchair with 
markers on the dog’s foot, tarsus (hock), stifle (knee) and hip joints.  The second step was to take the 
video and upload it to the motion analysis program and then start the video and taking a measurement 
of the angle of the canine’s joints until one revolution of the dog walking is captured and measured.  
This measurement was taken after approximately every five frames of video.   The third and final step 
is to compare this data with the path of motion of a healthy Dachshund’s foot from Appendix F.   
 To test that the wheels rotate with the pedaling system to allow for movement of the rear legs the 
dog must walk in the wheelchair and visually the results can be noted that when the dog moves 
forward with its front legs the wheels rotate with the pedaling system. 
 To test that there is adjustability in the pedal link length that dictates the gait movement the plate 
to decrease the range of motion must be installed and then the measurement can be taken to see that 
the plate extend upwards, therefore decreasing the range of motion. 
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 To test that the 6061-T6 aluminum tubing frame safely holds the load of the canine the canine 
must be placed in the wheelchair and then placed on a scale with the wheels on the ground and the 
pedaling system on the scale (scale must be raised to fit under pedaling system).  The weight on the 
scale will show that the weight transfers from the leg to the boot to the axle and then to the wheels.   
 To test that the 6061-T6 solid aluminum axle (pedaling system) will rotate with the wheels freely 
with no obstruction the canine must be placed in the wheelchair and walk and visually note how well 
the boots and the pedaling system interact.   
 To test the deformation of the 6061-T6 solid aluminum axle (pedaling system) will be less than 
0.02 inches the axle will be placed directly below a flat piece of putty so that when the canine is put 
into the wheelchair the deformation of the axle will push into the putty and then the difference in the 
height of the putty before and after will determine the deflection of the axle.   
 To test that the rear harness will support the abdomen of the dog and that it securely fastens to 
the frame of the wheelchair the canine can be placed in the harness with extra weight clipped to the 
sides of the harness to prove that even with extra weight the harness still is securely fastened and 
supports the abdomen.  While the canine is in the harness testing of the adjustability of the harness 
can be conducted by simply pulling or loosening the nylon straps through the slotted tabs. 
 To test that the wheelchair will provide stability thought the solid aluminum 6061-T6 axle 
connecting both wheels and also the wheel thickness the canine must be walking in the wheelchair 
and sharp corners must be attempted to see if there is any instability. 
 
TESTING RESULTS 
 
MOTION ANALYSIS GAIT TESTING 
 A video of the paralyzed canine in the wheelchair walking was uploaded to the motion analysis 
program to interpret the range of motion that the foot follows.  It was determined through the motion 
analysis that a smaller reproduction of the range of motion for a healthy Dachshunds foot was 
accomplished (see Figure 24).  It was not an exact replication of the range of motion of a healthy 
Dachshund’s foot, but by being a smaller reproduction, this nulls out the possibility of hyperextension 
of the joints occurring.   
 

 
    Figure 24- Motion Analysis Testing Before and After 
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VISUAL TESTING 
Visual/Video analysis was conducted to prove the following: 

• Wheels move with the pedaling system to allow range of motion 
• Pedaling system rotates with no obstruction 
• Adjustability of the harness through the slotted tabs 
• Wheelchair provided stability when cornering 

 The canine was placed in the wheelchair and while the canine was walking to show the pedaling 
system moved with the rotation of the wheels to allow range of motion.  While walking the 
orthopedic boots containing the canine’s legs were observed to make sure that there was no 
obstruction or rubbing occurring while walking.  The canine was placed in the harness and the nylon 
straps were pulled to tighten and/or loosen the harness to adjust to the correct height.  While walking 
in the wheelchair, the canine went around a corner and the wheelchair was observed and there were 
no issues of tipping.   
 
RANGE OF MOTION ADJUSTABILITY TESTING 
 The extension plate that reduces the range of motion was simply measured to be 1/8” (see Figure 
25).  This shows that the 1/8” reduction results in the range of motion shortened to the 1/8” subtracted 
from initial design length of 0.63” resulting in a 0.505” range of motion.   
 Since the project’s motion analysis gait testing turned out to be a lot smaller than the healthy 
dog’s motion analysis gait testing, the extension plate was not very useful in the project.  If the 
project’s motion analysis gait testing could be improved to replicate the healthy canine’s results more 
closely the extension plates could be applied.    
 

 
Figure 25- Pedal Extension Measurement Testing 
 
FRAME TESTING 
 A 25lb weight was placed in the harness and the rear of the wheelchair was lifted off the ground 
while keeping the front legs on the ground (see Figure 26).  This took out the variable of the wheels 
on the ground absorbing the load. This showed that just the frame and harness alone in the rear could 
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withstand the weight of the canine. 
 

 
Figure 26- Frame Testing 
 
 
AXLE TESTING 
 A 25 lb weight was placed in the harness, and the wheelchair was picked up off the ground by 
lifting from the axle only (see Figure 27).  This showed that the weight of the wheelchair and the 
weight of the canine could be supported by the axle alone.   
 

 
Figure 27- Axle Testing 
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CONCLUSIONS 

According to the proof of design and the objectives listed that must be met an approximate 
reproduction of a healthy gait must be met.  In the project, through motion analysis software it was 
shown that a small range of motion was accomplished allowing the canine to walk in the wheelchair 
and apply load to the rear legs.  This accomplished smaller range of motion was safe because it did 
not introduce any hyperextension to the canine’s rear legs.   

The objectives that must be met for the load testing included the frame axle and harness being 
able to withstand the weight of the canine and this test was accomplished by placing more than the 
canine’s weight in the wheelchair and testing the components for failure.  The components could 
withstand more than the weight of the canine through load testing.   

It was important in this project that there was height adjustment available so that the owner could 
place the canine in the wheelchair and adjust the wheelchair to the canine’s height.  This was 
accomplished through the harness’ nylon straps being adjustable by simply pulling on the straps and 
tightening them to the proper height.   

The wheelchair showed stability when the dog cornered around various objects in the owner’s 
house and the wheelchair showed no sign of tipping.   

RECOMMENDATIONS 
 An addition of an extra brace to support the front wheel tubing of the frame would help reduce 
flexing of the frame (see Figure 28).  This would make the wheelchair sturdier and less likely to warp 
over time. 
 

 
Figure 28- Brace Addition 
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 The addition of extra washers to weld to the block would help improve the overall frame stability 
(see Figure 29).  This would also allow the car to be more of a solid unit and it wouldn’t allow the 
cart as a whole to flex at all.   
 

  
Figure 29- Additional Washers 
 
 Allowing one rear wheel to be independent from the axle allowing one wheel to spin freely 
would promote tighter cornering.  This set up would be like the set up in some vehicle units that allow 
one tire to spin freely while the other is gripping while cornering.   
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Appendix A1 

APPENDIX A- PRODUCT DESCRIPTIONS 
 
 
Put information with reference and your comments in different cells in a table. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This support sling dog cart features a soft fabric chest strap and 
support behind the front legs for the dog.  There is a sling for 
the dog’s back legs where the legs can slip into and there are 
stirrups that are optional to hold up the dogs legs to keep the 
feet from dragging on the floor.   
 

• Supports animals from 0-150lbs+ (there are 9 weight 
classes from 0-150+lbs, i.e. 0-5lbs, 6-19lbs, etc) 

• Assembled from lengths of sturdy tubing and connected 
with locknut-equipped bolts 

• A soft, gender-specific saddle support sling is worn by 
the animal and clips securely to the frame 

• The soft material is also used in the stirrups, chest 
strap, and leg supports  

(1) 

If legs drag they can be put up in 
stirrups 
Legs have no movement if in 
stirrups 
Tubing provides light weight 
Easy to get animal in and out of 
cart due to the soft harness that is 
not rigid 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.handicappedpets.com/dogkart/dconst
ruction.htm 10/1/07 Support Sling Dog Cart  
handicappedpets.com 
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Appendix A2 

 

 
 
This dog cart is custom assembled for the animal 
with lightweight aluminum tubing and custom 
molded plastic connectors.  It fits animals from 
under 10-126+lbs and it is divided into 7 classes 
(i.e. under 10lbs, 11-26lbs etc).  It has foam-
encased cables that support the animal's pelvis and 
hinged supports that allow the cart to be folded for 
easy transportation.  It is designed for animals that 
have strong front limbs and that are willing to walk 
around again normally.  There are no tools required 
to adjust the cart and it also can be modified to add 
front extensions (front wheels) if they animals front 
legs become weak for any reason.  The molding leg 
ring system gives stable, form fitting pelvic 
support.   
 
 
 
(2) 

Lightweight tubing  
Aluminum-resistant to rust 
Fits animals from under 10lbs to 126lbs+ 
Foam encases cables for comfort 
Stable support from the pelvic support 
Dogs up to 25lbs $300 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Sturdy welded metal frame 
Adjustable seat and wheels 
6 way adjustable harness 
 
(3) 
 

Color (aesthetics) 
Dog can use the bathroom while in cart 
Dog sits down while in cart 
Dog gets no use of back legs 
Low price $199.95 

http://www.dogkarts.com
/k9/korder1.html  
10/1/07  Dog Cart with 
Contouring Leg Rings 
handicappedpets.com  

http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBa
yISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item
=300153805556&ssPageNa
me=MERC_VIC_RCRX_P
r12_PcY_BIN_Stores_IT&
refitem=300153810598&ite
mcount=12&refwidgetloc=
closed_view_item&usedrul
e1=CrossSell_LogicX&ref
widgettype=cross_promot_
widget 10/1/07 Dog Cart 
Wheel Chair for Medium 
Sized Dogs 
ebay.com  

http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=300153805556&ssPageName=MERC_VIC_RCRX_Pr12_PcY_BIN_Stores_IT&refitem=300153810598&itemcount=12&refwidgetloc=closed_view_item&usedrule1=CrossSell_LogicX&refwidgettype=cross_promot_widget�
http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=300153805556&ssPageName=MERC_VIC_RCRX_Pr12_PcY_BIN_Stores_IT&refitem=300153810598&itemcount=12&refwidgetloc=closed_view_item&usedrule1=CrossSell_LogicX&refwidgettype=cross_promot_widget�
http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=300153805556&ssPageName=MERC_VIC_RCRX_Pr12_PcY_BIN_Stores_IT&refitem=300153810598&itemcount=12&refwidgetloc=closed_view_item&usedrule1=CrossSell_LogicX&refwidgettype=cross_promot_widget�
http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=300153805556&ssPageName=MERC_VIC_RCRX_Pr12_PcY_BIN_Stores_IT&refitem=300153810598&itemcount=12&refwidgetloc=closed_view_item&usedrule1=CrossSell_LogicX&refwidgettype=cross_promot_widget�
http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=300153805556&ssPageName=MERC_VIC_RCRX_Pr12_PcY_BIN_Stores_IT&refitem=300153810598&itemcount=12&refwidgetloc=closed_view_item&usedrule1=CrossSell_LogicX&refwidgettype=cross_promot_widget�
http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=300153805556&ssPageName=MERC_VIC_RCRX_Pr12_PcY_BIN_Stores_IT&refitem=300153810598&itemcount=12&refwidgetloc=closed_view_item&usedrule1=CrossSell_LogicX&refwidgettype=cross_promot_widget�
http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=300153805556&ssPageName=MERC_VIC_RCRX_Pr12_PcY_BIN_Stores_IT&refitem=300153810598&itemcount=12&refwidgetloc=closed_view_item&usedrule1=CrossSell_LogicX&refwidgettype=cross_promot_widget�
http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=300153805556&ssPageName=MERC_VIC_RCRX_Pr12_PcY_BIN_Stores_IT&refitem=300153810598&itemcount=12&refwidgetloc=closed_view_item&usedrule1=CrossSell_LogicX&refwidgettype=cross_promot_widget�
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Wheels are positioned more inward to support more 
of the dogs body than other dog carts 
Unbreakable wheels with pneumatic tires 
Multiple axle mounting wheels for height 
adjustment 
 
 
(4) 
 

Third wheel on mounted parallel bar to to 
ground the cart at any height adjustment 
Padded saddle fits around dogs upper thighs 
Cambered wheels for balance 
Fits all sized dogs 
Dogs back legs on ground which allows for 
possible dragging of feet or struggling 
$350 

http://www.enab
lingpets.com/pa
ge-
2_bullets.html 
10/1/07 Counter 
–Balanced Cart:  
All Sized Dogs 
enablingpets.co
m 

http://www.enablingpets.com/page-2_bullets.html�
http://www.enablingpets.com/page-2_bullets.html�
http://www.enablingpets.com/page-2_bullets.html�
http://www.enablingpets.com/page-2_bullets.html�
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• A cost effective option for handicapped 
pets that restores quality of life to both pet 
and owner. House friendly design will not 
damage your home or furniture.  

• The easy opening yoke makes placing 
even the largest pets into a cart quick and 
simple.  

• Eddie's Wheels carts support the pet on its 
skeleton, not on the soft tissue of its legs, 
thereby preventing chafing  

• No girth straps and therefore, no weight or 
stress put on the spinal column.  

 
 
 
  
 
 
(5) 
 

• The pet stands in a normal posture with 
no bars to interfere with taking a normal 
stride, and no overhead hoops to 
confuse your pet's sense of space.  

• Optional stirrups, for paralyzed pets, 
move with any residual movement of 
the pet's forward stride to eliminate 
chafing.  Stirrups can be removed as 
the pet rehabilitates.  

• Non-absorbent closed cell foam 
padding on the saddle and yoke do not 
cause pressure sores from rubbing.   

• Gender specific saddles insure males 
and females can relieve themselves 
while in the cart.  

• All optional equipment, including 
upgrades to counterbalance (for pets 
with weak front leg strength), 
counterweights (for amputees), training 
wheels (for pets needing additional 
front balance) and full-scale quad front 
wheels can be retro-fitted to a standard 
rear wheel.  

• All aluminum construction with 
machined fittings, stainless steel 
hardware and angled wheels for added 
stability 
 

• Small cart for dogs up to 35lbs is $325 

 

http://www.eddiesw
heels.com/html/desi
gn_advantages.html    
10/1/07  Eddie’s 
Wheels Dog Cart 
eddieswheels.com 

http://www.eddieswheels.com/html/design_advantages.html�
http://www.eddieswheels.com/html/design_advantages.html�
http://www.eddieswheels.com/html/design_advantages.html�
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Dog’s therapist wants the dog’s rear legs to be in a more natural/normal position to help with 
rehabilitation rather than having the dog’s leg drag when they get out of alignment with the current 
chair that the user has.  The dog’s owner wants to modify the wheels so that the dog would have the 
pattern of a walking motion when in the cart.   
 

 
 
  

http://www.handicappe
dpet.net/help/viewtopi
c.php?t=9724 
10/1/2007 Modified 
Wheels thread  
handicappedpet.net 

http://www.handicappedpet.net/help/viewtopic.php?t=9724�
http://www.handicappedpet.net/help/viewtopic.php?t=9724�
http://www.handicappedpet.net/help/viewtopic.php?t=9724�
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APPENDIX B CUSTOMER SURVEY 
 

 

survey to help improve on this design.  

answer.  1 = low importance      5 = high importance

1 Lightweight wheelchair for ease of 1 (0) 2 (0) 3 (2) 4 (2) 5 (2) N/A 4
portability

2 Ease of getting the dog in and 1 (0) 2 (0) 3 (0) 4 (1) 5 (5) N/A 4.8
out of wheelchair

3 Easy to adjust wheelchair 1 (1) 2 (1) 3 (2) 4 (1) 5 (1) N/A 3
height and length

4 The ability for the dog to use 1 (0) 2 (1) 3 (0) 4 (1) 5 (4) N/A 4.3
restroom while in wheelchair

5 Rear legs receive natural 1 (0) 2 (0) 3 (3) 4 (1) 5 (2) N/A 3.8
walking motion while in wheelchair

6 Compact for storage or 1 (1) 2 (2) 3 (1) 4 (1) 5 (1) N/A 2.8
travel

7 Comfortable and ergonomic 1 (0) 2 (0)  3 (0) 4 (0) 5 (6) N/A 5
support for the dog's body

8 Stability to prevent wheelchair 1 (0) 2 (0) 3 (1) 4 (0) 5 (5) N/A 4.7
from tipping 

9 Sturdy and strong wheelchair 1 (0) 2 (1) 3 (0) 4 (0) 5 (5) N/A 4.3
frame

10 Corrosion proof frame 1 (1) 2 (0) 3 (2) 4 (1) 5 (2) N/A 3.5

11 Sleek and sturdy appearance 1 (0) 2 (3) 3 (1) 4 (2) 5 (0) N/A 2.8

12 Low cost wheelchair 1 (0) 2 (1) 3 (4) 4 (1) 5 (0) N/A 3

1 = very unsatisfied      5 = very satisfied

1 Lightweight wheelchair for ease of 1 (1) 2 (0) 3 (2) 4 (1) 5 (2) N/A 3.5
portability

2 Ease of getting the dog in and 1 (1) 2 (1) 3 (3) 4 (0) 5 (1) N/A 2.8
out of wheelchair

3 Easy to adjust wheelchair 1 (0) 2 (2) 3 (3) 4 (0) 5 (1) N/A 3
height and length

4 The ability for the dog to use 1 (0) 2 (2) 3 (2) 4 (1) 5 (1) N/A 3.2
restroom while in wheelchair

5 Rear legs receive natural 1 (5) 2 (1) 3 (0) 4 (0) 5 (0) N/A 1.2
walking motion while in wheelchair

6 Compact for storage or 1 (0) 2 (2) 3 (3) 4 (1) 5 (0) N/A 2.8
travel

7 Comfortable and ergonomic 1 (0) 2 (1) 3 (4) 4 (0) 5 (1) N/A 3.2
support for the dog's body

8 Stability to prevent wheelchair 1 (0) 2 (0) 3 (3) 4 (1) 5 (2) N/A 3.8
from tipping 

9 Sturdy and strong wheelchair 1 (0) 2 (0) 3 (2) 4 (1) 5 (3) N/A 4.2
frame

10 Corrosion proof frame 1 (0) 2 (0) 3 (2) 4 (0) 5 (4) N/A 4.3

11 Sleek and sturdy appearance 1 (0) 2 (3) 3 (2) 4 (0) 5 (1) N/A 2.8

12 Cost of wheelchair 1 (1) 2 (1) 3 (3) 4 (1) 5 (0) N/A 2.6

How much would you be willing to pay for this product?        $100-150 $150-200 $200-250 I

$250-300 II $300-350 II $350-400 I

Would you be more interested in using a new cycling wheelchair design that gives the animal's rear legs a more 
natural motion compared to the current wheelchairs? (Please circle your choice)       Yes No

6 0

Comments:

Are you satisfied with the current wheelchairs for dogs?  Please circle the appropriate answer.  

I am a senior at the University of Cincinnati College of Applied Science studying Mechanical Engineering Technology.    I 
am improving the existing wheelchairs for dogs with back leg injuries.  Please take a few minutes to complete this

What is important to you for the design of a new wheelchair for dogs? Please circle the appropriate 

Cycling Wheelchair for Dogs 
Customer Survey
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APPENDIX C INTERVIEW TENNESSEE AVE. ANIMAL HOSPITAL 
 
Interviewee:  Shawn Combs RVT, CCRP Tennessee Ave. Animal Hospital 
Interviewer:  Jessica Gonzalez MET U.C. 
 
Shawn Combs- 

• Ground reaction forces act on the foot and the firing of the nerves in the foot and legs are 
extremely important in the rehabilitation or general health of the dog.  The current 
wheelchairs that do not guide the legs could be harsh on the legs of the dog and the 
wheelchairs that have the dogs legs hang are lacking the nerve firing. 

• In the wheelchair project it is important to include both the natural motion of walking as well 
as the natural weight bearing and nerve firing of the foot.   

• When considering the weight bearing the footprint needs to be considered.  One thing that 
needs to be avoided is to have the dogs foot drag and have to foot scrap the floor.  If an 
extension of the boot is used to keep the dogs foot in the walking position so that the foot 
touches the floor correctly this will be very helpful.   
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APPENDIX D HOUSE OF QUALITY  
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Operation
1. Rear legs receive natural walking motion while in wheelchair 9 9 9 3.8 1.2 5 4.2 1.5 23.8 0.31
2. Easy to adjust wheelchair height and length 9 3 3 3 1.0 1.0 3.0 0.04
3. Dog can use bathroom while in wheelchair 1 3 1 4.3 3.2 4 1.3 1.0 5.4 0.07
4. Stability to prevent wheelchair from tipping 9 3 4.7 3.8 5 1.3 1.5 9.28 0.12
Features
5. Lightweight wheelchair 9 3 1 4 3.5 4 1.1 1.0 4.6 0.06
6. Easy to get dog in and out of wheelchair 1 3 3 4.8 2.8 4 1.4 1.0 6.9 0.09
7. Comfortable and ergonomic support for dogs body 9 9 9 9 5 3.8 5 1.3 1.5 9.9 0.13
8. Strong and sturdy wheelchair frame 3 3 4.3 4.2 4 1.0 1.0 4.1 0.05
9. Corrosion resistant 9 3.5 4.3 4 0.9 1.0 3.3 0.04
10.Sleek and sturdy appearance 3 9 2.8 2.8 3 1.1 1.0 3.0 0.04
Cost
12. Low cost and competitive pricing with wheelchairs on market 9 3 2.6 4 1.5 1.0 4.62 0.06
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APPENDIX E SKETCHING/DRAWING OF DESIGN SCENARIOS 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 6 Design Scenarios 1 and 
 

Figure 7- Foot path of Motion 
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APPENDIX F VIDEO MOTION ANALYSIS 
 

 
 
  
 
Legend:     α= 25 degrees 
α= ilial wing                   β=112 degrees 
β= hip joint     γ=116 degrees 
γ= stifle joint     η =75 degrees 
η= tarsus joint 
        
 
α= 25 degrees 
β= 110 degrees 
γ= 109 degrees 
η= 74 degrees 
 
 
 
 

Figure 8 Design Scenario 2 

Figure 9 Beginning of Gait Cycle Figure 10 End of Gait Cycle 
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APPENDIX G DISTANCE OF PATH OF MOTION FOR A HEALTHY 
DACHSHUND FOOT 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 11 SolidWorks Model of a Path of Motion of a Healthy Dachshund Foot 
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APPENDIX H MOMENT, TORQUE, DIAMETER AND DEFLECTION 
CALCULATIONS FOR AXLE 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 12 Loading Diagram 
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APPENDIX I ASSEMBLY AND PART SOLIDWORKS DRAWINGS 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 13 Side, Top and Isometric View of Assembly 
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Figure 14 Isometric View of Assembly 

Figure 15 Isometric View of Wheel 

Figure 16 Isolated Pedal/Axle 
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APPENDIX J WHEELCHAIR SCHEDULE AND BUDGET 
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